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Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Blind Spot Sensor Light Operate Sporadically And Indicates 
False Detection Without Any DTC 
 
 
Discussion: The customer may experience a blind spot indicator light triggered 
multiple times in a row without any objects in the blind spot zone.  There will be no 
DTC / warning about the blind spot function being disabled, as the module will not 
recognize false detections as an issue. 
 
 
Diagnosis: If a DTC exists for the Blind Spot Sensors, perform the DTC diagnostics.  
 
For vehicle without Blind Spot DTC’s and sporadic illumination of the Blind Spot light in 
the mirror. Ensure that the taillights which house the blind spot sensors are cleaned of 
any dirt or debris. Test drive 2-3 miles without any objects in the blind spot zone and 
determine if the blind spot indicator light illuminate’s multiple times. The Blind Spot 
Module is dependent on the side of the vehicle that it is located, so false detection 
events will need to occur on the same side of the vehicle consistently. 
 
 
Repair: If you determine the blind spot indicator illuminates sporadically without any 
objects in the vehicles blind spots. Replace the Blind Spot Module in the tail lamp. Only 
replace the BSM on the side of the vehicle that exhibits false detection.  Do not replace 
the Blind Spot Module on both sides of the vehicle unless both sides exhibit the false 
detection issue. 


